A rebuttal of the call by Vintners’
groups for the end of the Good
Friday ban on the sale of alcohol

introduction
The Licensed Vintners Association and the Vintners Federation of
Ireland are once again calling for an end to the Good Friday ban on the
sale of alcohol, describing it as “archaic and discriminatory”, in this
brieﬁng we respond to their claims one by one.

#Claim 1

It will harm tourism
#Response

Tourism and commerce
cannot have the final
say in everything

Restrictions on trading are commonplace around Europe.
Germany and Switzerland have very strict controls on Sunday
trading. Other countries also have less strict controls, but
Sunday trading is still restricted, for example in many parts of
France.
Germany is the most powerful economy in Europe. Switzerland is very wealthy. In these and other countries, tourists are
‘inconvenienced’ far more regularly than here by trading
restrictions but these countries believe something more
important is at stake, namely the principle that not every day
should be dominated by the dictates of commerce. Tourism or
commerce cannot have the final word in everything.
In New Zealand, they also ban the sale of alcohol on Good
Friday, shops close and TV advertising is not permitted.

#Claim 2

The sale-of-alcohol ban is discriminatory
#Response

Different treatment of pubs
and shops is commonplace
It is true that shops can open on Good Friday in Ireland but pubs
cannot. But the opposite regime applies in the other countries
mentioned, that is, the shops cannot open but the pubs can open.
In Britain on Christmas Day, some pubs and restaurants open, but
the big shops stay closed. Does this discriminate against shops?
Pubs and shops are different kinds of businesses. It would be
discrimination if some pubs were allowed to open and other pubs
were not, without good reason. Likewise, it would be discrimination if some department stores were allowed to open but others
were not, again without good reason. (Sunday trading laws in
some European countries allow shops to open in named tourist
areas, but not in non-tourist areas).
In addition, many countries place all kinds of restrictions on the
sale of alcohol that they do not place on other products. This is not
commonly considered ‘discrimination’.

#Claim 3

People stock up on alcohol
and drink anyway on Good Friday
#Response

#Claim 4

This is true, but is also true of
Christmas Day when
pubs also close
People always stock up on drink during a public
holiday break. This is true of Easter and it is true
of Christmas. On Christmas Day pubs stay
closed, just like on Good Friday. Is this law also
‘archaic’? Should we also allow pubs (and
perhaps shops) to open on Christmas Day? But
what would this do the character of the day?
Would it remain a pre-eminently family day?

#Claim 5

Easter is a particularly busy weekend
#Response

True, but it’s only busy because
it is a religious holiday

The Good Friday ban
‘imposes’ religion
#Response

There are good reasons other
than religion to mark out some
days as special
The Sunday trading restrictions in various European countries are religious in origin and
religious groups often defend the restrictions.
But they are also frequently defended by trade
unions who can see sense in the argument that
not every day should be treated the same and not
every day should be equally commercial. The
same logic applies to the Good Friday rules here.

The Vintners are really trying to have it both
ways with this claim. The reason Easter is a long
weekend is because it is originally, and for
many people still is, a religious holiday. This is
why Easter Monday is a Public Holiday. If the
Vintners want Good Friday to be a completely
normal day, then maybe the whole weekend
should be made normal also?

Conclusion
Don’t make every day a uniformly commercial day
As we have seen, various countries restrict trade, mostly on Sundays and sometimes on Good Friday as well. They do this sometimes for historical, religious
reasons, but whether the origins of the restrictions are religious or not (keep in
mind also that most holidays are religious in origin also, hence ‘holiday’, as in ‘holy
day’), there is a rationale for them, which is that some days should be marked out
for special treatment and not every day should be equally commercial.
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